Characters D6 / Tonk (Bounty Hunter)
Tonk
The alien known only as tonk is the partner og human bounty hunter Setzn Kaizo. Even Tonk does not
know what race he
belongs to. Most of his past is a mystery to him. He used his size and strength to great advanatge and
became a bounty
hunter. He wasn't all that successful by himself. However he teamed up with the crafty Setzn Kaizo, and
between Setzn's
brain and Tonk's sheer muscle the two amde an excellent team. Tonk isn't stupid though. far form it, he's
crafty and
clever, just not at the devious level Setzn's mind works at. The two of them have been working togetehr
for five years
and have carved a swath across the outter rim and Palvar territories. The most famous incident is when
they took part in
the Kashan Four bounty hunt. four people had bounties palced on their heads, the smallest bounty being
200,000 credits.
They colelcted on three of the bounties with a little bit of help from the boutny hunter Rssh`ale, and then
took a bounty
of 400,000 credits to hunt down the Dark Jedi who had issued the bounties. It's not known if they
succeeded in etting the
Dark Jedi however Tonk and Setzn walked away from Kashan with a whopping 900,000 credits in their
pocket.
Character Name: Tonk
Type: Bounty hunter
Species: unknown
Gender: Male
Age: 46
Height: 7'2"
Weight: 258 lbs
Physical Description: Tonk is a 7' tall alien. He has bulging msucles under taught red flesh. He has a
bone white
exoskeleton over most of his body. His eyes are sunken into his skull and have a beady look to them.
Giant scythelike
dewclaws extend from his wrsists, but they stay retracted usualy.
Disguise: He is a lowly alien standing at about 4'1". He is skinny with an exoskeleton over soft pinkish
flesh. He walks
hunched over and on ahunches rtaher than upright legs. His kncukles brush the ground as he walks and

he has a shambling
stride. He seems rtaher pathetic.
DEXTERITY: 4D
Dodge 8D+2
Running 7D
KNOWLEDGE: 3D
MECHANICAL: 2D
PERCEPTION: 3D
Search 7D
Sneak 7D
STRENGTH: 4D
Brawling 7D+2
Climbing/Jumping 6D+1
TECHNICAL: 2D

Move: 12
Force Sensitive: no
Force Points: 1
Dark Side Points: 7
Character Points: 26
Wounded Status:
Equipment: comlink
Special abilities:
Declaws: Extend from Tonk's wrists. These giant scythelike claws do STR+3D damage on a successful
brawling roll.
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